
CONTAGIOUS 
BY DESIGN

STEWARDS OF 
CHILDREN® AS A  

COOPERATIVE, 
SCALABLE AND 

TRAUMA-INFORMED 
APPROACH TO 

SOCIAL CHANGE



All that comes to me is 
good.

All that comes from me 
is good.

All that flows through me 
is good.

All That I Am Is Good.



The Shape of Things to Come

 Early challenges, resources and 
needs that drove the creation of 
the Stewards of Children training

 Contagious nature of Stewards of 
Children®

 The case for Personal Risk as a 
trauma-informed strategy

 Stewards as trauma-informed 
training

 You are trauma-informed



The Challenge

Given the rate of CSA and its profound consequences, ideally every adult who has interaction with 
children would be educated to prevent and respond to it, a costly and unenforceable endeavor. 

It is a social problem that requires skillful social solutions.

Child sexual abuse is a persistent and pernicious health problem.



The Challenge

Superimpose these facts upon a cultural context of fear and taboo, response system 
overwhelm, and a dearth of practical prevention skills in the general public 

Evidence suggests that these would-be change agents have personal experience 
of child sexual abuse at a rate of perhaps at least 1 in 5.

Yet, prevention training is needed that meets the intensity and scale of the problem, 
and turns out social change agents who can impact their community. 



The Need
A Training Methodology:

 Standardized

 Trauma-Informed

 Instills Personal Risk Taking 
and Competence



Child sexual abuse is a social disease/disorder that 
requires social solutions.

“The most prevalent health problem children face with the most serious array of 
consequences.”

A vast majority are abused by people they know in their everyday environment.

Within those environments are non offending adults who also interface with the 
offender.

 THESE NON-OFFENDING ADULTS PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR 
INTERVENTION



An Important 
Early Awareness

Lacking 
Knowledge

Complicit 
with Abuse

Fearing 
Implications

Non Offending Adults

• Unable to recognize

• Propensity to deny

• Unwilling to Prevent



Mission: Lacking 
Knowledge

Complicit 
with Abuse

Fearing 
Implications

Empowering 
Adults to Prevent, 

Recognize and 
React 

Responsibly

Make It 
Contagious!



Making It Contagious

Malcolm Gladwell’s Tipping Point
 Law of the Few, Stickiness 

Factor, Power of Context
 Behavior change is 

fundamentally social and 
spreads through face-to-face 
contact. 

 Mobilize a fraction of 
committed adults in a 
community into new and 
compelling child protective 
behaviors - others will pick up 
these constructive behaviors. 



Making It Contagious

Entanglement Theory
 We are electromagnetic in 

nature.
 The total number of minds in 

the Universe is One. 
 Each person is a stargate into 

the collective mind.
 Intention is a frequency that 

signals others’ consciousness.

The highest expression of Love is 
Oneness.

Install a dynamic resonant 
frequency that would allow us to 
think on our feet



The Case for 
Personal Risk

AS A DYNAMIC RESONANT FREQUENCY



Minefields and Other Hazards

 Child victims are often traumatized and exhibiting 
unwieldy behaviors. Signs are often indistinguishable 
from other childhood distress.

 Signs must be skillfully inquired about, either with 
child or surrounding adults.

 Parents, caregivers or siblings may be sexually 
abusing them, or allowing CSA deliberately or due to 
lack of knowledge. This must be recognized and 
confronted.



Minefields and Other Hazards

 There may be living disposition issues if the abuser is 
a household member, creating an emergency that 
must be carefully navigated, often in unclear system 
channels.

 Offenders groom children and surrounding adults, 
skillfully and patiently, and frequently abuse in 1:1 
situations. As such, their behaviors are hard to 
pinpoint as abuse, yet must be intercepted.

 These interventions need to take place in a 
workplace or family setting that is not awake to the 
realities of CSA.



Minefields and Other Hazards

 The reporting process is not always a straight line and 
sometimes multiple reports are needed to generate 
an investigation, while child remains at risk.

 Even when sexual abuse is not suspected, there are 
primary prevention activities that are needed and 
create fear in everyday adults.

 Caregivers must have conversations with small 
children about sexual boundary violations from 
adults they otherwise trust.



Minefields and Other Hazards

 Youth workers must develop policies and procedures 
that reflect the real possibility that offenders could 
be in their ranks, while maintaining workable, 
cohesive relationships.

 Family members must redirect suspicious or 
inappropriate behaviors, hopefully without creating 
a family rift.

 And on, and on, and on…



Personal Risk

 A new action in the 
outer world

 Aligned with our 
intention

 Outcomes are 
DYNAMIC and 
UNKNOWABLE

 Fear is required and 
useful



The Value of Taking Risk

 Changes our vibration

 Creates a position of Surrender

 Opens the field of possibility

 Is itself a contagious act

STEWARDS normalizes and prescribes risk taking as 
the primary approach



The 
Case for Trauma-Informed 
Training

 1995 ACE study of adults established a rate of 
CSA before 18th birthday as 1 in 6 boys and 1 in 4 
girls.

 The rates reflect an average of every year prior to 
1993, dating back to the 1930’s.

 Conclusion: every adult training group will contain 
CSA survivors, perhaps at the same rates.



The 
Case for Trauma-Informed 
Training

 Also, 70% of the adult population have 
experienced at least 1 traumatic event in their 
lives.

 Up to 20% of these go on to develop PSTD. (Sidran 
Institute 2016).

 Witnessing or hearing about trauma, even 
unrelated to one’s own can produce a traumatic 
reaction – esp. if it produces similar feelings, or 
stimulates stored complexes.



Trauma-Informed Training is most responsible path

It is also the most effective

 Trainees will need TI skills to prevent, recognize and react responsibly.

 Often, people cannot learn and retain while experiencing a trauma reaction.



“
”

A program, organization, or system that is trauma-informed 
realizes the widespread impact of trauma and understands 
potential paths to recovery; 
recognizes the signs and symptoms of trauma in clients, families, 
staff, and others involved with the system; 
responds by fully integrating knowledge about trauma into 
policies, procedures, and practices, 
and seeks to actively resist re-traumatization. 

BASIC FRAMEWORK: THE FOUR KEY ASSUMPTIONS

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration (SAMHSA) 



Optimally, trainees would embody 
the 4 Assumptions

 Realize the widespread 
impact of CSA and paths to 
recovery

 Recognize signs and 
symptoms in youth and 
offenders

 Respond by integrating 
knowledge into policies and 
practices with children

 Seek to avoid re-
traumatization and prevent



SAMHSA’s Six Key Principles

 Safety 

 Trustworthiness and 
Transparency

 Peer Support

 Collaboration and Mutuality

 Empowerment, Voice and 
Choice

 Cultural, Historical and 
Gender Issues



Trainees would make use of the 6 Principles as they 
apply their learning

 Promote physical and psychological safety of children as highest priority

 Require trustworthiness and transparency in their organizations and families 
around child protection

 Make use of peer support in carrying out protective behaviors

 Collaborate and prompt others to play a role in prevention

 Come from a position of empowerment, voice and choice (rather than blame 
and secondary victimization) – as advocates

 Abandon cultural, racial, and gender biases and act responsibly for all 
children at risk.



Docutraining® 
Methodolgy

Cooperative

Scalable 

Trauma-informed



Docutraining®

Documentary style film

Hosted teaching

Workbook instruction and 
interactivity

Community group interaction

Rooted in Goodness

Fundamentally good

Fundamentally wise

Fundamentally collaborative



Documentary film
TIC or TIT says that …
Experiencers should shape the intervention

Stewards of Children® is truly a documentary – not scripted

Built on fundamental trust that those who experience the problem 
also hold the wisdom for the solution



Documentary film
Survivors 
 Provide firsthand window into how child sexual abuse happens

 Relate profound impacts and how these can reverberate into adulthood

 Model capacity for risk taking

 Set a tone of courage, SURVIVORSHIP, hope (overthrow victim consciousness)

Experts
 Are everyday peers of trainees – parallel roles

 Create peer collaboration and support to shift cultural norms

 Provide grounded, trustworthy advice – Doable, believable – This is happening!



Hosted teaching

 Acts as expert and provides containment

 Creates orderliness, tone, tempo, practicality

 States hard truths

 Establishes emotional safety and cohesiveness across the array of emotions, 
recommendations, and experiences 



Workbook interactivity

 Cohesion, structure, intent

 Holds memory of video moments

 Personal Prevention plan

 Interactive questions as a guide for engaging other adults

 Expectation of personal authority as stewards of children

 Become leaders of social change, fulfilling the promise of safety for children 



Community Discussion

 Facilitators are peers to trainees

 Promotes collaboration, mutuality, culture of openness – “not above our 
heads” and “prevention is happening now”

 Borrow ideas, break taboos

 No lone wolf- risk taking with collective support

 A MOVEMENT



You Are
Trauma-Informed and Contagious

Your ‘way of being’Consider

StructuresConsider

‘Guidelines’ and permissionsConsider

Interactivity – substance and structureConsider

Resources and wrap up Consider



Questions and 
New Awareness

 Early challenges, resources and needs that drove the creation of the Stewards of Children training
 Contagious nature of Stewards of Children®
 The case for Personal Risk as a trauma-informed strategy
 Stewards as trauma-informed training
 You are trauma-informed
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OM NARAYANA SHANTI OM
WADE MORISETTE
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